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I-a. Conformal Dilaton Gravity Model + Antipodicity
One of the major problems in theoretical physics:

how to construct a quantum gravity model ?

Many roads to QG were constructed the last decades:
QG as an effective field theory, string theory, loop-quantum gravity , etc...

One conjectures that the clue will lie in the vicinity of the horizon of a black hole

So try first to find a revised regular form of the topology of a black hole
Consider the modification of the spacetime topology M̃=Γ
where Γ is a discrete subgroup of isometries ofM without fixed points.

M̃ is non-singular and obtained from its universal coveringM by identifying
points equivalent under Γ

NOW: Γ is the ANTIPODAL map J : P(X)→ P̃(X̃)

where the light-cone of the antipode of P (X) intersects the light-cone of P (X)
only in 2 points at the boundary = "elliptic interpretation" [Schrödinger , 1957!!]

P (X) and P̃ (X̃) represent the same physical event.
Note that Γ is a boundary condition at the horizon , only observable for the
outside observer
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I-a. Conformal Dilaton Gravity Model + Antipodicity

Field theories formulated onM and M̃ are globally different,
locally not.
One must take into account:
complementariry between in-going and outside observers
Gravitational back-reaction
How to restore unitarity and locality?
Two mainstreams:

A. Maldacena’s "ER = EPR"
Based on entanglement of the black holes by wormholes
B. ’t Hooft approach: New boudary cond: antipodal mapping
in order to describe Hawking radiation: pure states in stead of thermal
mixed states!

PS: "it is vain to do more what can be done with less" [Ockham, 1288]
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I-a. Conformal Dilaton Gravity Model + Antipodicity

Apply antipodal mapping between region I and II in Penrose diagram

The horizon changes from a 2-sphere in a projective 2-sphere

This means that a curve crossing the horizon from region I to region II, will NOT
enter the interior: we are at "the other side of the BH" (the antipode region).
Keeps the wavefunctions pure.

The mapping must preserve the metric, so an element of O(3) with eigenvalues
only −1 ! ( no fixed points)

Connection between in- and out-going observer: one-to-one map between in-
and out-going radiation.

No need for firewalls

The identification is symmetric under CPT

We consider in our model a spinning BH with mapping (in Kruskal coordinates)
(U; V; z; ’; y)→ (−U;−V;−z; ’+ ı;−y) for time-dependent situation
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I-b. The Lagrangian of CDG
We will consider a dynamical spacetime
We write the metric as: g—� = !2g̃—� , with ! a dilaton field, to be treated on
equal footing as a scalar field [’t Hooft , 2011 ], when approaching small
distance scale
Consider the action:

S =

Z
dnx

p
−g̃
n
−1

2
‰
“

Φ̃Φ̃∗ + !̄2
”
R̃ − 1

2

“
D¸Φ̃(D¸Φ̃)∗ + @¸!̄@

¸!̄
”

−1

4
F¸˛F

¸˛ − V (Φ̃; !̄)− Λ»
4
n−2 ‰

n
n−2 Λ!̄

2n
n−2

o
with !̄2 = − ‰!2

»2 and D—Φ = ∇̃—Φ + ieA—Φ; 1
»2 = Mn−2

P l ; ‰ = n−2
4(n−1)

It is conformal invariant by g̃—� → Ω
4

n−2 g̃—� ; Φ̃→ Ω
2−n

2 Φ̃; !̄ → Ω
2−n

2 !̄

By variation one obtains the field equations [note: cov. der. wrt g̃ ! ].
AND: The infalling and outside observer use different ways to fix conformal
gauge Ω

We shall use here the vacuum situation (for the time being)
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I-b. Some important notes

In general, one conjectures that conformal invariance is an exact symmetry (as
the Higgs mech)

Effective action stays locally CI after !-integration

g̃—�-integration will be performed after conformal constraints

We are dealing here with non-flat g̃—� , so standard QM is hard to apply: there is
no notion of energy in CI theory.

by adding the mass term − 1
2

√
−ḡm2!̄2ffī2 , L will spontaneously be broken [it

spoils tracelessness of T—� ]

By the shift to complex contour of ! , scalar and dilaton are treated on equal
footing in order to obtain the same unitarity properties

Here we will treat g̃—� classical , so no unitarity problems

Only ! and matter fields are described by renormalizable Lagran: g̃—� is flat
beyond Planck scale, but get renormalized by ! and matter field at much lower
scales.
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I-c. Warped Spacetimes

Can we solve some problem when going to warped
spacetime?

the most severe problems:
"What is going on at high-energy?"
How to construct an Effective Field Theory without UV-cutoff
One has two options: unitarity but non-renormalizable OR
renormalizable but unitarity loss [’tHooft Veltman, 1974 ]
One needs gauge-fixing terms and Faddeev-Popov ghost fields
and: extrapolation from its weak classical cosmological system runs
into problems. i.e., dark matter/energy, singulatities [Mannheim,
2006 ]
expansion of g—� = g

(0)
—� + ›h—� offers no relief , because at high

curvature (near horizon) non-linear approx needed (back-reaction ).
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I-c. Warped Spacetimes The main assumptions
We write

(5)g—� = !4=3(5)g̃—� (n = 5 : 4=(n − 2) = 4=3)

(5)g̃—� =(4) g̃—� + n—n� with (4)g̃—� = !̄2(4)ḡ—�

For –ef f = 0, the Lagrangian contains no intrinsic mass or length scale
(Compare with Higgs mechanism.)

The renormalized counter terms in Sef f will cause unitarity problems, only in the
bulk at the large extra dimension-scale

This means that in an EFT , the substraction point will be in the UV as seen by
the observer in the bulk.

If the extra dim is much larger then Planck scale , then the true fundamental
scale M4+d can be much less then the effective scale Mpl ∼ 1019GeV

NOTE 1: ! is part of the gravitational sector . It fixes the scale at which quantum
gravity becomes important.

NOTE 2: The 5D and effective 4D equations must be solved simultaneously!!.
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I-c. Warped Spacetimes The warpfactor
For l ∼ 1mm (d=1), the fundamental Planck scale can be ∼ 1TeV

The warpfactor W2 then causes a finite contribution to the 5D volume:Z
d5x
p
−(5)g ∼

Z
d4x

Z
dyW2 ∼ l

Z
d4x

So the effective size of the extra dimension, probed by the 5D graviton, is l .
Note that Λ5 ∼ − 1

l2

So for low energy scale, it prevents gravity leaking into the extra
dimension.
by-product: hierarchy problem solved
Note: ḡ—� will interact with the "quantum" field !
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I-c. Warped Spacetimes The warpfactor

For the application on a FLRW-spacetime , one obtains [Slagter, 2016, Found. Physics ]

ds2 =W(t; r; y)2
h

e2(‚(t;r)− (t;r))(−dt2 + dr2) + e2 (t;r)dz2 + r2e−2 (t;r)d’2
i

+ dy2

and solution

W = ±e
√
− 1

6
Λ5(y−y0)

√
fir

r“
d1e(

√
2fi)t − d2e−(

√
2fi)t
”“
d3e(

√
2fi)r − d4e−(

√
2fi)r
”

It is clear that it is possible that there is a minimum. However, the warpfactor
loses its meaning, when (t; r) become very small. In our model, it is replaced
by the dilaton !.
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II-a. The BH model: The field equations in RS setting

5D-Einstein: (5)G—� = −Λ5
(5)g—� + »2

5
(5)T—� , »2

5 = 8ıG5 = 8ı
M3

5

Λ5 = negative bulk tension and is offset by the positive brane tension –4

(vacuum energy)

One writes: (5)g—� = (4)g—� + n—n�
(5)ds2 = (4)g—�(x¸; y)dx—dx� + Γ(y)dy 2

with n— unit normal to brane , y = extra dim.

Using Gauss-Codazzi for the extrinsic curvature and Israel’s junction conditions
by imposing Z2− symmetry, we obtain the eff. 4D Einstein eq.[Maeda, 2000]

(4)G—� = −Λef f
(4)g—� + »2

4
(4)T—� + »4

5S—� +
2

3
»2

5F—� − E—�

Λef f = 1
2

(Λ5 +
»4

5
6
–2) and – ∼

Mpl

l2
the brane tension. F = 0 for empty bulk. S is the quadratic contribution of the

energy momentum tensor. E—� = (5)C¸˛ffn¸n
(4)g˛—

(4)gff� is the projected Weyl tensor which carries information of
the gravitational field outside the brane
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II-a. The BH model: The metric
We consider the warped spacetime with Z2 symmetry

ds2 = !(t; r; y)4=3
h
−N(t; r)2dt2 +

1

N(t; r)2
dr 2 +dz2 +r 2(d’+N’(t; r)dt)2 +Γ(y)dy2

i
ww effective 4D

!(t; r)2
h
−N(t; r)2dt2 +

1

N(t; r)2
dr 2 + dz2 + r 2(d’+ N’(t; r)dt)2

i
ww Bañados-Teitelboim-Zanelli 3D

[ related to asymptotic AdS ]

!(t; r)2
h
−N(t; r)2dt2 +

1

N(t; r)2
dr 2 + r 2(d’+ N’(t; r)dt)2

i
• There is no exchange of energy-momentum between bulk and brane.
• The interaction is purely gravitational.
• From the 4D conservation eq’s , one the obtains ∇—E—� = »4

5S—� .
So (1+3)-spacetime variations in the matter-radiation can source KK modes.
• However, (4)T—� will contain an extra dilaton (!) term when one considers the CDG

model.
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II-a. The BH model: The Field equations
Let us consider the 5D spacetime with (5)g—� = !4=3(5)g̃—�

ds
2 = !(t; r; y)4=3

h
−N(t; r)2

dt
2 +

1

N(t; r)2
dr

2 + dz
2 + r

2(d’ + N’(t; r)dt)2 + dy2
i

and write !(t; r; y) = !1(t; r)!2(y)
From the 5D Einstein equations (empty bulk, only Λ5) we obtain
!2(y) = const: = l , the length scale of the extra dimension.
NOTE: when dy 2 outside parentheses: then RS y -factor.

The set of equations are now (!1 → !)

‰!R̃ − g̃—�∇̃—∇̃�! −
2n

n − 2
Λ»

4
n−2 ‰

n
n−2!

n+2
n−2 = 0

!2G̃—� = T!—� − Λg̃—�»
4
n−2 ‰

2
n−2!

2n
n−2 − !2E—�‹4

n;

T!—� = ∇̃—∇̃�!2 − g̃—�∇̃2!2 +
1

‰

“1

2
g̃¸˛ g̃—� − g̃—¸g̃�˛

”
@¸!@˛!:
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II-a. The BH model: The Field equations

Remember: (5)g̃—� = (4)g̃—� + n—n� and (4)g̃—� = !̄2(4)ḡ—�
We can isolate: !̈ = −N4

!
′′ +

n

(n− 2)!
(N4

!
′2 + !̇

2)

N̈ =
3Ṅ2

N
− N4

“
N
′′ +

3N′

r
+
N′2

N

”
−

n− 1

(n− 3)!

h
N

5
“
!
′′ −

n!′2

(n− 2)!
+
!′

r

”
+ N

4
!
′
N
′ + !̇Ṅ

i

Ṅ
’′ = −

2!̇N’
′

!
N
’ ′′ = −N’ ′

“ 2!′

!
+

3

r

”
N
’ ′2 = −

4N

r3

“
N
′ +

N!′

!

”
We have several consistency tests !!
AND: The dilaton equation is superfluous as it should be! [We work only in the
gravitation sector]. Subst. of N̈ and !̈ in dilaton eq.: 0 = 0
Our system is covariantly: clear interplay between 4D and 5D fields.
Disadvantage: no suitable approximation scheme in dynamical case: what about
gravitational radiation at past Chauchy horizon?
In our case: exact solution!!
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II-a. The BH model: Exact solution
solution:

! =
“ a1

(r + a2)t + a3r + a2a3

” 1
2
n−1

N2 =
1

5r 2

10a3
2r

2 + 20a2
2r

3 + 15a2r
4 + 4r 5 + C1

C2(a3 + t)4 + C3
=

4
R
r(r + a2)3dr

r 2(C2(a3 + t)4 + C3)
;

N’ = Fn(t) +

Z
1

r 3!̄
n−1
n−3

dr:

with ai some constants. There is a constraint equation for !̄′′

The Ricci scalar for ḡ—� is given by

R̄ =
12

N2

h
˙̄!2 − N4!̄′2

i
− 2

3
»2Λ!̄2;

Ω freedom can be used to make R̄ = 0 for in-going observer.
Note the difference between ! and !̄!
The solutions for N are the same!! [apart from the constants]
Einstein equations traceless as it should be
Conservation equations are fulfilled; ∇̄—E—� will be constrained!
Ward identity fulfilled
Important: The effective Einstein eq’s are not a closed system!!
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II-a. The BH model Some Properties
Plot of !4=3!̄2ḡtt

The ergo-sphere fades away

plot of N(r) and the Wronskian W [W = 0 where dN=dz = 0 ]
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II-a. The BH model Some Properties

Contibution from the bulk: If we omit the E contribution, then N-solution:
N2 = 1

4r2

6d2
2 r

2+8d2r
3+3r4+D1

D2(t+d3)3+D3
=

3
R
r(r+d2)2dr

r2(D2(t+d3)3+D3)

Now the singularities are determined by a quartic (just as the BTZ !!)

Relation BTZ [uplifted BTZ; see Slagter, 2019; JMP )

N2 =
r4

l2
−8MGr2+16G2J2

r2 = 4
l2r2

R
r(r + l

√
4GM)(r − l

√
4GM)

N’ = − 4GJ
r2

So it is clear that the constant d2 is related to the mass.

However: we don’t need a cosmological const.! [RS tuning:Λef f = 0]

BTZ solutionn shares features with 4D Kerr

New interest in BTZ was gained by AdS/CFT correspondence.

will 3D Einstein gravity make sense quantum mechanically without string theory?
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II-b.The BH model Changing coordinates

We need null-coordinates In order to describe :
Hawking radiation via annihilation operators at late time expressed as
superpositions of creation and annihilation operators at early times

some notes
The created particles form a thermal spectrum by surface gravity
Mass loss (Wald): ‹M = »

8ı ‹A+ ¨H‹JH; ¨ = − gt’
g’’

= N’

» surface gravity , JH angular momentum and ¨H the coordinate
angular velocity of the null generators of the event horizon
N’, evaluated at the horizon, blows up as ∼ t3

note that ḡ—� is still the "unphysical" BTZ-like spacetime, because
we can omit the dummy dz2
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II-b. The BH model Changing coordinates
We define: dr∗ = 1

N1(r)2 dr; dt∗ = N2(t)2dt [ tortoise coord ]

We obtain:

r∗ =
1

4

X
rH
i

rHi log(r − rHi )

(rHi + b2)3
t∗ =

1

4C2

X
tH
i

log(t − tHi )

(tHi + b3)3

ds2 = !4=3!̄2
h

N2
1

N2
2

“
−dt∗2 + dr∗2

”
+ dz2 + r2

“
d’+ N’

N2
2

dt∗)2
i

With the sum taken over the roots of (10b3
2r

2 + 20b2
2r

3 + 15b2r
4 + 4r 5 + C1) and

C2(t + b3)4 + C3

We can define d’∗ = (d’+ N’

N2
2
dt∗) , with ’∗ the azimuthal angle in a rotating

coord sys. about the z-axis relative to the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates.
Let us now define

U+ = e»+(r∗−t∗);V+ = e»+(r∗+t∗); r > rH;

U− = −e»+(r∗−t∗);V− = −e»+(r∗+t∗); r < rH

to describe the outgoing and ingoing null curves (» surface gravity)
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II-b. The BH model Penrose compactification
NOTE: the change sign of U; V at rH keeps the coordinate transf one-to-one
Penrose compactification: Ũ = tanh U; Ṽ = tanh V

ds2 = !4=3!̄2
h
H(Ũ; Ṽ )dŨdṼ + dz2 + r 2d’∗2

i
with H =

N2
1

N2
2

1

»2 arctanh Ũ arctanh Ṽ (1−Ũ2)(1−Ṽ 2)

we can solve r and t (for the moment 1 horizon rH and C1 = C3 = 0):

r = rH +
“
arctanhŨ arctanh Ṽ )

1
2»¸ ; r = tH +

“arctanh Ṽ

arctanh Ũ

” 1
2»˛

¸ = rH
4(rH+b2)3 ; ˛ = 1

4C2(tH+b3)3

ḡ—� is regular and conformally flat. So can be used to locate the light cones. In
(Ũ; Ṽ ), we see that ḡ—� is singular free.
NOTE: we have a "scale term" in front of dŨdṼ , which is consistent with the
features in the Penrose diagram.
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II-b.The BH model Penrose diagram
V

U

II I

t =∞r = rHt = tH
r = rH

• P(X)

• P(X̄)

t
t

If one approach the horizon from the outside and passes the horizon,
one approaches from "the other side" the horizon. The antipodal points
P (X) and P (X̄) are physically identified.
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II-b. The BH model The dilaton summarized
We have now the total metric

ds2 = !4=3!̄2
h“

C2(t + b3)4 + C3

” (10b3
2r2+20b2

2r3+15b2r4+4r5+C1)dŨdṼ

5r2»2arctanhŨarctanhṼ(1−Ũ2)(1−Ṽ2)
+ dz2 + r2d’∗2

i
with

!4=3!̄2 =
1

(r + c2)2(t + c3)2)(r + b2)2(t + b3)2

One identifies (−Ũ;−Ṽ ; z; ’; y) ≡ (Ũ; Ṽ ;−z; ’+ ı;−y)

Local observers will not notify this mapping, only the outside observer
Region I and II correspond to the same blackhole .
We see that !4=3!̄2 approaches zero for coordinate time t →∞, so g—� shrinks
to zero.
We observe that the time derivative is non-zero, so a non-zero T (!)

—� (conf. inv.!):
this determines also the Hawking radiation
Now the two observers disagree about the vacuum state , i. e., ! by the
freedom ! → !

Ω

• Conjecture: in our model we need the Ω-freedom for the different observers
• For example: for the outgoing: surface gravity must be conformal invariant
• And: R̄ = 18

!̄2N2 ( ˙̄!2 − N4!̄′2)− 2
3
»Λ!̄2 , so in-going uses Ω such that R̄ = 0
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The Quintic and Singularities

a) The quintic analized: singularities determined by 5th order polynomial
b) The Icosahedron comes in
c) Notes on Black hole paradoxes

III-a. The quintic analyzed Complexification
Remember: we work in polar coordinates. We write for r: z = reim’

Riemann sphere: stereographic projection S2{N} → R2. Conformal and orientation reversing

Needed for ANTIPODICITY!!!!

Prop. from algebra: stereographical polynomial map K(z) = zn + a1zn−1 + :::an from R2 → R2 corresponds to a
map f : S2 → S2 and is smooth even in neighborhood (N; S). Then we go over to C→ C

L(z) =
zm

zn + a1zn−1 + :::an
; m ≤ n

is smooth in neighborhood 0 and give rise to singularities! We have this form for N2!!
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III-a. The quintic analyzed Complexification

F(r) ≡
P(r)

Q(r)
=

4r5 − 15ar4 + 20a2r3 − 10a3r2 + c

5r2
= −

1

5
r3 + r2(r − a)− 2r(r − a)2 + 2(r − a)3 +

c

5r2
=

4

r2

Z
r(r − a)3dr

The inverse 1

F
=
Q

P
=

d

dr

hX
ri

ri logc (r − ri )
4(ri − a)3

i
=
X
ri

ri

4(r − ri )(ri − a)3

• Singularities come at several forms badness : poles, removable or essential
•We know: the orientation preserving / reversing map is conformal if it is projected
down to the algebraic function L = P (z)

Q(z)
or P (z̄)

Q(z̄)
.

• Then the rational map on the complex plane is holomorphic: F is holomorphic
outside the zero’s of Q. NOTE: 1

F
is MEROMORPHIC i.e.,Deg(P) > Deg(Q)

• The singularities are poles by using properties Riemann sphere. [S2
isomorphic to C∞].

• Now we apply proposition: f has only finite number of critical points, because
P′ = 20z(z− a)3 6= 0
• Use Weierstrass and Liouville on Laurent series: no essential singularities
• Topological degree of F is the number of preimages of a given point F0, found by
solving P(z)− F0Q(z) = 0
• One calls this the polyhedral eqn. associated with the finite Möbius group G with
degree 5. • Most interesting: F0 = (0; 1;∞)
• Remember: r = Rein’ , so one pole R = 0 and 5 rotations in complex plane.
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III-a. The quintic analyzed plot F and residu
Location of the roots of F and residu, when a is decreased. There is only an essential singularity at z = 0

• Suppose F = (z − z1)::::(z − z5), then
F ′

F
=

1

z − z1

+ ::: +
1

z − z5

Then the roots of F ′ ( 0 and a) belongs to the convex hull of the roots of F
• All our roots lie inside the hull . Further: r ≥ a because two antipodal points r < a
are identified. Only r = 0 is a problem, however, occurs in∞ far future for outside
observer.
• (4)ḡ—� has NO essential singularities.
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III-b. The Icosahedron Invariant forms and
Tschirnhauser, Brioschi and Bring reduction
Tschirnhauser form: F = r 5 + 3·5

24 a(c − a5)r 2 + 53

28 a
3(c − a5)r − 1

24 (c − a5)2

Brioschi form: r 5 − 10¸r 3 + 45¸2r − ¸2

The discriminant is 55¸8(1728¸− 1)2. ¸ is given by ¸ = 1
1728−J

J = a−15
h

2602551455a20 − 22605030559a15c + 23403011072a10c2 + 4045149a10Z − 35515526912a5c3 − 5806848Za5c +

150994944c4 + 589824Zc2
i3
÷
h“

44933a15 − 1833349ca10 + 1985024a5c2 + a5143Z − 196608c3 − 768cZ
´

(a5 −

c)(17161a5 − 1536c)5
i

Z =
p
−c(a5 − c)(3381a5 − 256c)2

• The Tschirnhauser form can be compared with the icosahedron equation.
• i.e., invariant polynomials for the icosahedron group acting on Riemann sphere[
Klein 1888 !! ].
• The isometries of R3 for icosahedron is the permutation group A5

• Related to fractional Möbius transformations (G): they are the linear rotations R’;x
around axis x through 2 antipodal points.
• They can be represented by the O(3) [we need det = -1 for antipodicity]
• Note: by Cayley’s theorem , R’;x is conjugate with the stereographic projection
•We have the isometry: O(3) ∼=M0(C∞) = SU(2)=± I
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III-b. The Icosahedron Klein group [see G.Toth, 2002]
•We put the icosahedron in the Riemann sphere
• First we must find theMöbius group G ⊂M(C∞) via binary cover group G∗ of G
• The goal is then to solve the invariance issue for homogeneous polynomials for
G∗;C2 → C and the relation between the quintic and icosahedron symmetries

Figure: stereographic projected vertices (compare with the 5 roots of the BH in complex plane

• Some quotients of the polynomials (we have!) define holomormic self maps in
CP 1 = C∞
• The singularities can then be compared with the roots of the invariant form of the
icosahedron group A5: 1728I5 − J 2 −H3 = 0

•We then construct the dihedral Möbius group Dd ; “ →
“
e2ıil=5“; 1

“
e−2ıil=5

”
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III-c. Notes on BH paradoxes Klein bottle

Artist impression:

The embedding in R4. There is no inside and no self-intersection (hard to draw !)
NOTE: the spacecraft stays on the brane! (several coordinates suppressed)
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III-c. Notes on BH paradoxes Hopf fibration

• First we complexify: V = z + iy = Re i’; W = x + iy = re i’

• The antipodal map: V → −V = −R2

V̄ , W → −W = − r2

W̄
• And r 2d’2 + dz2 + dy2 = dVdV̄ + dWdW̄
• So we identify C1 ×C1 by R4 , and so contains S3 given by |V|2 + |W|2 = const
• A line through the origin represented by (V;W) intersects the sphere S3, for
example (–V; –W); – = 1=(

p
|V|2 + |W|2)

• The point (V;W) ∈ S3 ⊂ C1 ×C1 with |V|2 + |W|2 = 1 becomes a point of S2

with single complex coord Z = V
W

•We have then a map H : S3 → S2,which is continuous.
•We write C1 and C2 for S2={∞} and S2={0} resp. and admit coordinates Z and 1=Z
• For the Klein bottle we have the Hopf fibration of the 3-sphere in R4:

(V;W) ∈ C2={0} S3

Z ≡ V
W ∈ C ∪ {∞} = S2

H CP 1

• Details: see Massey (1973): "The quotient space of the complex projective
plane under conjugation is a 4-sphere"
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III-c. Notes on BH paradoxes Antipodicity and
embedding in R4

• Suppose we have the convex hull of a set of points.
• Identify this with Hawking particles (in- and out going near horizon)
• This set coincides then with the total number of particles emitted during evaporation
• AND: the in-going particle emerge as out-going at the antipode(region II in Penrose
diagram)
• Region I and II represent together the state the BH is in . They are the opposite
sides of the same black hole
• Our 5D space is cut out by a (C1 ×C1) 4-sphere and with antipodal identification

(U; V; z; ’; y)→ (−U;−V;−z; ’+ ı;−y)
• ’t Hooft: the out-going Hawking radiation remains PURE states for the outside
observer in stead of thermodynamically mixed states
• Pure quantum states of the local observer map onto pure states of the BH for the
outside observer. Result: outside observer notice a thermodynamical system
• The former "hidden sector" is actually "the other side of the black hole"
• So we are dealing with only pure states.
• Remember that also the variables u± and p± all switch signs from I to II [ see ’t
Hooft 2021].
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III-c. Notes on BH paradoxes "elliptic interpretation"
Summary method: [see Schrödinger, 1957; Sanchez,1987; ’t Hooft 2020 ]
• Nothing escapes from from the interior, because there is no interior
• Emitted radiation is only local thermal
• The antipodal ident. destroys in the Fock space constr. the thermal features
• However, one gains unitary evolution operators for in and out-going particles
• Time inversion and interchange creation and annihilation operators in II
• Entanglement of pos energy particles at horizon with pos. energy

antiparticles at antipodes; So Hawking particle at opposite sides of the BH are
entangled
• CPT invariance maintained
• Gravitational "back-reaction" method of ’t Hooft can be applied ("hard"

particles→ "soft" particles)
....................................................................................................
• consider antipodal map on manifold J : P (X)→ P̂ (X̂)
• then fields symmetric(anti-) under J: ΨJS=JA = 1

2
[Ψ(X)±Ψ(JX)]

• One constructs two global positive freq. solutions [Ψ↑(+);Ψ
↓
(+)]

• require regularity on future singularity for Ψ↑(+) and past singularity for Ψ↓(+)

• Then the negative freq. functions: Ψ↑(−)(X) = Ψ↓(+)(JX);Ψ↓(−)(X) = Ψ↑(+)(JX)
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III-c. Notes on BH paradoxes "elliptic interpretation"
• So two symm sol: ΨI

JS = 1
2

[Ψ↑(+)(X) + Ψ↑(+)(JX)], ΨII

JS = 1
2

[Ψ↓(+)(X) + Ψ↓(+)(JX)]
• Then one constructs (Sanchez) the linear combination

Ψr
JS =

›K

(K + ›)2
[ΨI

JS + ›ΨII
JS]; › = ±1; K = exp(ı!=»); » = 1=4M

• One constucts Fock space and antipodal symm Green functions
• The "particles associated with Ψ↑(+) and Ψ↓(−) become indistinguishable.
• Particles and antiparticles play conjugate role in regions I and II
• Then one needs the renormalized expectation value of

< !̄2 > Ḡ—� =< T (!)
—� (!̄; ḡ—�) > − < !̄2E—� >

• Now with contributions from the antipode: < T
(!)
—� >→< T

(!)
—� > ± < T̃

(!)
—� >

• AdS case (Sanchez):

< Ψ2
JS;JA >=

1

16ı cosı�

h
m2 + (‰ − 1

6
)R
i

• Close related: Schrödinger-Hughton-Jozsa-Wootters-theorem:
"on the realization of a mixed state of a quantum state as an ensemble of pure states and purification of the density operators" .
The orthogonal states correspond to antipodal points on the complex Riemann sphere ("Block"-sphere )
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Summarized
• Antipodal identification: (U; V; z; y ; ’)→ (−U;−V;−z;−y ; ’+ ı)
• Outside observer notice of course thermodynamical system
• By measuring entropy, be observes arrow of time
• Points on our complexified R4 become by Hopf fibration, points on a
two-sphere with antipodal points corresponding to a pair of mutual othogonal
state vectors.
• In order to arrive at the cut-out of the interior of the 3-sphere S3 of our black hole, we
apply Hopf-map in complex coordinates C1 ×C1 via the complex projective planes.
• In 4D: map between entire asymptotic domain and ordinary spacetime must be
1-to-1 and needed identifying antipodal map with element −I ∈ Z2, subgroup of O(3)
• Now also Z2 symmetry wrt y
•We need Klein surface for embedding in R4

• Structure of the singularities of the BH solution determined by quintic polynomial
• deep-seated connection with conformal d’Alembert and icosahedron symmetry
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